1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Photovoltaic devices have made significant inroads into becoming one of the more prominent renewable energy-harvesting technologies.^[@ref1]^ Silicon-based photovoltaic modules can be readily found in solar farms and on top of roofs across the world, owing to their low cost of production and high efficiency. However, these modules are heavy, require energy-intensive fabrication processes, and can be aesthetically unappealing.^[@ref2]^ On the other hand, organic-semiconductor-based photovoltaics can be fabricated on lightweight substrates, made with varying levels of transparency and have a low energy-payback time.^[@ref3]^ These qualities make them an attractive option as an energy source in zero-emission buildings, public places, and vehicles.^[@ref3]^ Organic semiconductors provide a versatile chemical framework, which can be finely tuned to optimize properties, such as band gap and miscibility, and to reduce toxicity.^[@ref4]^ Two main types of organic semiconductors are currently used in photovoltaic devices, which are small organic molecules such as fullerenes and polymer-based semiconductors such as poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl). Fullerenes are usually chosen as the electron acceptor material because of their well-known processing conditions and favorable band alignment with the donor polymer, allowing for efficient charge transfer (CT).^[@ref5]^ Polymeric and small organic molecular semiconductors can be used in combination to form either a planar heterojunction device or a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) device. The interface between the donor and acceptor materials in an organic photovoltaic (OPV) device creates an energy offset that allows the photoexcited species, bound electron--hole pairs (excitons), to overcome the large binding energy (*E*~b~).^[@ref6]^ A bulk heterojunction film is formed when the acceptor and donor materials are dissolved in a single solution, which is cast to create a thin film that contains a blend of both materials. The profile of the interface between the acceptor and donor materials creates a large interfacial surface area, allowing excitons to be within the diffusion length of the interface.^[@ref7]^ Because the heterojunction creates segregated domains whose dimensions are shorter than the exciton diffusion length, BHJ-based photovoltaic devices have a high internal quantum efficiency (EQE), as most excitons are dissociated and collected at the electrodes.^[@ref8]^ Therefore, the morphology of the heterojunction plays a key role in ensuring that the device is performing at its maximum potential.^[@ref9]^

Currently, the most significant hurdle to the commercialization of OPV devices is their long-term stability, which must be improved to ensure they are an effective alternative to silicon photovoltaics. Ambient air, specifically moisture and oxygen, has been observed to impact the stability of OPV devices.^[@ref10]^ Upon absorption of oxygen from ambient air, the metal electrodes can react with the oxygen to form an oxide, creating a barrier for charge extraction, which reduces the power conversion efficiency (PCE).^[@ref11]^ The photoactive layer has also shown to readily absorb moisture, and upon illumination, photochemical reactions can cause an increase in trap density in the polymer layer.^[@ref12]^ An increase in trap density will increase charge-carrier recombination, reducing the PCE of the device.^[@ref13]^ Furthermore, exposure to moisture and oxygen during device processing can cause a significant change in the morphology of the BHJ interface, leading to a reduction in device performance.^[@ref14]^

Nevertheless, by processing devices in an inert atmosphere and through recent improvements in encapsulation techniques, the impact of ambient air on the degradation of OPV devices has been reduced.^[@ref10],[@ref15]^ Despite protection from air, OPV devices under constant light illumination show a sharp initial decrease, followed by a slower and steady decline in the power conversion efficiency (PCE). This initial period has been termed the "burn-in period", during which devices show a decrease in current--voltage (*J*--*V*) parameters such as the short-circuit current density (*J*~sc~), open-circuit voltage (*V*~oc~), fill factor, and power conversion efficiency.^[@ref15]^ The photoactivated changes that occur in encapsulated OPV devices affect the micromorphology of the BHJ and initiate unwanted chemical reactions of either the donor or acceptor, mainly affecting the short-circuit current density (*J*~sc~) and the open-circuit voltage (*V*~oc~).^[@ref16]−[@ref19]^ It is well known that fullerenes form oligomers when exposed to light, causing the PCE to drop because such fullerene oligomers exhibit shorter exciton diffusion lengths and lower charge-carrier mobilities compared to the initially isolated fullerenes.^[@ref20]−[@ref22]^ However, oligomerization can potentially be avoided by ensuring that the BHJ comprises crystalline fullerene domains forming a blend with the donor polymer.^[@ref16]^

Another factor that may be affected by degradation is the nature of the electronic states at the bulk heterojunction interface. OPVs are excitonic at room temperature owing to the enhanced coulombic interaction between the electrons and holes, resulting in an exciton binding energy (*E*~b~) that is on the order of ∼100 meV.^[@ref23]^ At the interface between the acceptor and donor materials, the acceptor material, usually fullerene-based, has a higher electron affinity than the donor material, which creates an energy offset that allows electrons to overcome the exciton binding energy.^[@ref24]^ However, a proportion of dissociated charge carriers may continue to interact with each other across the interface such that the frontier orbitals of the allowed electronic states between the highest occupied molecular orbital of the donor (HOMO~donor~) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of the acceptor (LUMO~acceptor~) overlap.^[@ref25],[@ref26]^ Such interfacial charge-transfer (CT) states are bound states formed between a hole residing on the donor polymer and an electron on the acceptor. Random diffusion of a CT excitation in the vicinity of the interface, assisted by the internal field, will eventually lead to either charge separation or recombination.^[@ref25],[@ref27]^ The energy of the CT state, *E*~CT~, can be deduced using absorption- and emission-based spectroscopic techniques.^[@ref28]^ However, the intensity of the photocurrent signal from the CT state is usually orders of magnitude lower than that associated with excitons residing on only the donor polymer.^[@ref29]^ An accurate assessment of such CT states is essential because the choice of the donor and acceptor molecules and the morphology of the BHJ can significantly influence the spatial delocalization of the CT state, which will alter the dissociation efficiency of electrons and holes into free carriers.^[@ref27],[@ref30],[@ref31]^

A typical OPV device consists of a thin-film stack that includes the photoactive layer (PAL), the electrodes, and the charge transport layers that ensure selective extraction of electrons and holes towards the opposing electrodes. An example of a typical hole transport material is poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), notable for its transparency in the visible spectrum and its high electric conductivity.^[@ref32]^ Photodegradation, in particular, ultraviolet (UV)-induced photodegradation, may therefore affect a multitude of layers in an OPV device, rather than just the PAL. For example, Sapkota et al. observed that when OPV devices were exposed to UV radiation for 2000 h, the electrical conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS hole transport layer (HTL) was drastically reduced, while the PAL showed little degradation.^[@ref33]^ To combat UV-induced photodegradation, UV filters have been placed either within the device or as a filter on top, which resulted in a significant improvement in the photostability of encapsulated OPV devices.^[@ref34],[@ref35]^ An investigation of light-induced photodegradation, with a particular focus on the changes in the sub-band-gap photocurrent spectra during the burn-in period, has the potential to clarify how standard solar and UV-filtered solar light cause photodegradation in the different layers of an OPV device. Changes in the sub-band-gap photocurrent spectra can be indicative of effects on the micromorphology of the BHJ,^[@ref31],[@ref36]^ while any degradation observed in the overall photocurrent spectra can elucidate macroscopic alterations of the charge transport layers.^[@ref37]^

In this study, we use the highly sensitive technique of Fourier transform photocurrent spectroscopy (FTPS) to investigate spectral changes in the external quantum efficiency (EQE) induced in organic photovoltaic BHJ devices during midterm exposure to filtered and unfiltered light from a solar simulator. We track the photoinduced degradation in the short-circuit current during the burn-in period while illuminating the device with an air mass 1.5G (AM1.5) spectrum continuously for 18 h and periodically measuring the EQE spectra. By taking advantage of the sensitivity of FTPS, we are able to resolve clear changes in the sub-band-gap photocurrent during device aging with UV-filtered light. Using electroluminescence (EL) spectroscopy, we identify a charge-transfer state of energy *E*~CT~ = 1.31 eV and conclude that the observed changes in the sub-band-gap photocurrent originate from a mechanism coupled to the CT state, most likely oligomerization of the fullerenes. We also find that exposure to unfiltered light leads to photodegradation that affects the whole photocurrent spectrum, which we attribute to degradation processes affecting the electrode materials.

2. Results {#sec2}
==========

[Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a illustrates the structure of the OPV devices investigated in this study. The donor material, PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8,^[@ref38]^ is based on a conjugated polymer whose backbone consists of substituted thiophenes with side chains enhancing the solubility of the polymer.^[@ref39]^ The acceptor molecule is phenyl-C~61~-butyric-acid-methyl-ester (PCBM), a functionalized fullerene that is commonly used in BHJ films because of its solubility in a wide range of solvents, suitable energetic alignment with the donor polymer, and a delocalized LUMO allowing for favorable electron mobilities.^[@ref40]^ The material combination used in the photoactive layer has previously been shown to be versatile in different solvent systems and device architectures and to yield OPV devices with a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 9.3%.^[@ref38]^ Electron and hole extraction layers were based on polymers PV-E002 and PEDOT:PSS.^[@ref38]^ The current--voltage characteristics for the complete set of devices investigated in this study are provided in [Figures S1 and S6](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.9b04828/suppl_file/am9b04828_si_001.pdf) (Supporting Information).

![(a) Device schematic for the OPV devices investigated in this study. The bulk heterojunction consists of the donor polymers PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8 and PCBM, and the electron and hole transport layers of polymer PV-E002^[@ref38]^ and PEDOT:PSS, respectively, as described previously.^[@ref38]^ (b) Mean short-circuit current densities (*J*~sc~) deduced from the initial EQE spectra and the final spectra after 1070 min of exposure to AM1.5 light with or without filters (averaged over three or more devices). (c--e) Changes in external quantum efficiency (EQE) when the device is illuminated with AM1.5, 0.7 sunlight (70 mW cm^--2^) that is (c) unfiltered, (d) UVB-filtered (280 ≤ λ \< 315 nm) by long-pass (LP) H-BaK7 glass 331 nm (331-GY Comar Optics), and (e) UVB + UVA-filtered (280 ≤ λ \< 400 nm) with long pass (LP).](am9b04828_0001){#fig1}

Characterization of solar cells under illumination is based upon a light source that represents the spectral irradiance upon Earth when the sun is 48.19° from the zenith. This so-called air mass 1.5G (AM1.5) spectrum is corrected for solar irradiation that is absorbed or scattered when light travels through the earth's atmosphere. While the atmosphere absorbs a significant portion of the UV radiation from the sun, a small quantity still reaches the earth's surface (see [Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.9b04828/suppl_file/am9b04828_si_001.pdf)).^[@ref41],[@ref42]^ To investigate the effect of UV radiation on OPV devices, we use long-pass (LP) filters to systematically block different categories of UV light from the AM1.5 spectrum generated by a solar simulator ([Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.9b04828/suppl_file/am9b04828_si_001.pdf)). ISO classification splits UV light into two distinct ranges within the AM1.5 solar spectrum, UVB (280 ≤ λ \< 315 nm) and UVA (315 ≤ λ \< 400 nm).^[@ref43]^ We used two long-pass filters, LP 331 nm, which filters only UVB light, and LP 400 nm, which filters both UVB and UVA from the AM1.5 solar spectrum. [Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.9b04828/suppl_file/am9b04828_si_001.pdf) shows the relative intensities of both the UVB and UVA components in the AM1.5 solar spectrum, together with the transmission functions of the long-pass filters.

To investigate the mechanism by which light causes device degradation, we track the changes in the EQE spectra as a function of illumination time over 18 h, for the three scenarios of unfiltered, UVB-filtered, and UVB + UVA-filtered light. [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b shows the mean initial and the final values of the integrated short-circuit current densities (*J*~sc~) extracted from the EQE spectra. Initial *J*~sc~ values vary between the three filtration conditions because of differences in the reduction of photon flux. When both UVB + UVA components are eliminated from the spectrum, the initial *J*~sc~ is significantly lowered, while for filtration of only UVB, little change is evident compared with full AM1.5 exposure. These differences simply reflect the fact that there is a very small component of UVB light contained in the AM1.5 spectrum (see [Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.9b04828/suppl_file/am9b04828_si_001.pdf)), which will, in any case, also be partly absorbed by the glass substrate and the indium-tin-oxide electrode.^[@ref44]^ As a result, the introduction of a 331 nm long-pass filter (to filter UVB) does not significantly reduce the rate of device degradation, as evident from [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b.

To illustrate how differences in spectral filtration of the incident light affect the photocurrent for different incident photon energies, we show in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c the EQE spectra recorded for three devices that were constantly illuminated by 0.7 sun (70 mW cm^--2^) unfiltered AM1.5 light, only UVB-filtered AM1.5 light, and both UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light. The slight difference in the spectral profile of the EQE between the devices results from them forming low finesse electrooptical cavities.^[@ref45]^ Hence, slight changes in the thickness of the photoactive layer will result in a different optical interference pattern within the device.^[@ref45]^ It is evident that under all three conditions, the EQE spectra shift downwards over the duration of the light exposure. The device exposed to unfiltered AM1.5 light shows the largest decrease in EQE over 1070 min, with the device exposed to just UVB-filtered light again showing very similar effects. However, for the device exposed to UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light, degradation is much reduced. In addition, while both unfiltered and UVB-filtered light exposure result in an overall downward shift in EQE across the *whole spectrum*, the device exposed to UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light exhibits a larger decrease in EQE at higher photon energies and a minimal reduction in EQE at photon energies below 2.5 eV. Therefore, it appears that light with wavelengths shorter than 400 nm triggers one UV-activated degradation mechanism that causes an overall reduction in EQE across the whole spectrum, while a second photodegradation process can occur in the presence of light even without a UV component, which leads to a decrease in EQE only at higher photon energies. As we show below, the latter process is linked to dimerization of PCBM and hence it mostly affects the EQE at photon energies above 2.25 eV (λ = 550 nm) where PCBM absorbs.^[@ref46]^ While the PCBM absorbs in the visible region (550--400 nm), photochemical reactions that trigger dimerization occur predominantly from UV light, due to the high absorption coefficient of PCBM above 400 nm.^[@ref47],[@ref48]^ Previous studies have shown that dimerization of PCBM will decrease the exciton diffusion length and charge-carrier mobility, leading to a reduction of device *J*~sc~.^[@ref16],[@ref20],[@ref21],[@ref49],[@ref50]^ Therefore, such dimerization can significantly affect both light absorption in the PCBM spectral region and charge extraction from the device. Furthermore, all exposure conditions result in a fast initial loss in EQE. The fast initial loss in EQE correlates well with trends observed previously, which have shown that there is a fast decrease in *J*~sc~ during the burn-in period of OPV devices consisting of fullerene-based acceptor molecules.^[@ref15]^

We explore the temporal dynamics of device degradation by plotting the integrated *J*~sc~, extracted from the EQE spectra, for the devices as they are exposed to unfiltered AM1.5 and UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light over 18 h ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). From now on, we focus the study on these two conditions only because the filtration of only UVB light was shown to result in little change compared with exposure to unfiltered AM1.5 light. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows that the rate of photoinduced degradation is slowed when UVB and UVA light are filtered from the AM1.5 spectrum. While both devices exhibit the typical^[@ref17]^ burn-in period of OPV devices within the first 10 h, the decrease in *J*~sc~ proceeds at different rates, similar to trends previously observed in power conversion efficiencies.^[@ref49]^ To obtain numerical values for the degradation rates, we fitted an exponential function to the integrated *J*~sc~ and extracted the time *T*~90~ taken for the *J*~sc~ to reach 90% of its initial value.^[@ref51]^ We find that for UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light, the device exhibits a *T*~90~ lifetime of ∼1600 min, 53% longer than for the device exposed to unfiltered AM1.5 light (∼1050 min). Therefore, while the addition of a long-pass 400 nm filter reduces the initial *J*~sc~ through the reduction of photon flux, this detrimental effect is largely compensated after the first ∼18 h because of the reduced rate of burn-in degradation.

![Change in spectrally integrated current density (*J*~sc~), blue crosses, calculated from integration of the EQE spectra ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and the *J*~sc~ normalized with respect to the initial *J*~sc~, red circles, for OPV devices exposed to unfiltered and UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light. The normalized data is fitted with the expression *A* e^--*Bt*^, with *A* and *B* as fitting parameters. The values *T*~90~ indicate the time taken for the devices to reach 90% of the initial *J*~sc~, as extracted from the fits. The green shaded region indicates the 98% confidence interval of the fit. Each data point is derived from a full EQE spectrum taken at that time.](am9b04828_0002){#fig2}

To explore further why UVB + UVA-filtered light may still cause a sizeable amount of degradation to the devices, we examined more closely the spectral changes occurring in EQE as a result of such illumination. [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c already demonstrated that the device exposed to UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light displayed a reduction in EQE at higher photon energies where PCBM absorbs, suggesting a link with changes in this component. To examine whether this reduction in EQE is caused by the oligomerization of PCBM, we carefully explore any additional changes that may occur below the band gap *E*~g~, where CT state photocurrent features may contribute.^[@ref52]−[@ref54]^ Because the CT state arises from an overlap between the frontier molecular orbitals of the acceptor and the donor, even a minute change in the morphology of the heterojunction, caused, e.g., by the oligomerization of PCBM, will affect the number of free charges generated from the CT state. [Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.9b04828/suppl_file/am9b04828_si_001.pdf) displays the sub-band-gap EQE of the initial and final EQE spectra of devices exposed to unfiltered AM1.5 light and alternatively to UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light. A notable difference in the initial and final photocurrent spectra recorded under the two illumination conditions can be clearly seen once the spectra are plotted on a semilogarithmic scale. While the device exposed to UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light suffers from a reduction in sub-band-gap photocurrent after 1070 min, the device exposed to unfiltered AM1.5 light shows no change.

To confirm whether the observed sub-band-gap photocurrent is indeed generated by dissociated charges from the CT state, we record electroluminescence (EL) spectra for a device and correlate the recorded features with those observed in the EQE spectra.^[@ref55]^ During EL, electrons are injected from the electrodes into the LUMO~acceptor~ and holes into the HOMO~donor~ levels, leading to a gradual population of the available density of states, starting with the lowest-energy states.^[@ref56]^ When the device is under forward bias, charges will diffuse toward the heterojunction where they may be captured into CT states through which they may radiatively recombine. The EL spectrum generated at low biases will represent the distribution of states that correspond to the charge-transfer state, where the peak will represent the energy *E*~CT~ of the CT state.^[@ref55]^[Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the bias-dependent EL spectra recorded for both a fresh device and an aged device, which had been illuminated for 1070 min with a UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light. As the voltage is increased, more charge carriers are injected into the device, leading to an increase in radiative recombination events and hence an observed rise in EL intensity. To determine the difference in energy between the emitting excited state and the ground state, we fitted Gaussians to the EL spectra to determine the peak EL energy, with the resulting values shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c as a function of the bias voltage. As the bias voltage is increased from 1.0 to 1.5 V, the peak energy of the EL spectrum rises because minority tail states associated with the CT state are increasingly populated until they are filled. However, beyond a certain bias (1.6 V for the fresh and 1.8 V for the aged device), the peak energy stabilizes, and the only further change in the EL spectra ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a,b) is a rise in peak intensity. Hence, at this point, the stabilized EL spectra can be attributed to the prominent CT state, which has a peak energy of *E*~CT~ = 1.31 eV, as apparent from the bias-independent regime shown by the dashed green line in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c.

![Electroluminescence spectra and the corresponding Gaussian fits, for an OPV device under different bias voltages recorded for the case that the device was (a) fresh, i.e., without any aging, (b) aged under UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light for 1070 min. (c) Peak energy of the EL versus the applied bias, extracted from Gaussian fits to the EL spectra, for the fresh device (blue) and the aged device (red). More details on the applied voltage versus current density can be found in [Figure S7](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.9b04828/suppl_file/am9b04828_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information.](am9b04828_0003){#fig3}

To correlate the extracted stabilized EL spectra with the EQE spectra, [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} displays spectra, both in the same graph, for a fresh device and after it has been aged under UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light for 1071 min. The graph shows clear correlations, in terms of both the spectral positions of the features observed in the EL and subgap EQE, and the changes found upon aging. Both features are centered around the energy *E*~CT~ = 1.31 eV of the CT state, and both show a similar relative decline in signal intensity as the device is aged. We therefore demonstrate that device aging under UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light has a direct effect on the CT state at the PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8/PCBM interface.

![Electroluminescence (EL) spectra and solar cell EQE spectra displayed together on a semilogarithmic scale. The blue lines represent the initial scan taken on a fresh device, and the red and pink lines represent the final spectra taken after the devices had been exposed to UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light for 1071 min. The EL of the fresh and aged devices were taken for an injection current of ∼17.5 mA cm^--2^ at stabilized conditions (1.6 V for fresh and 1.8 V for aged devices) and show peak luminescence near 1.31 and 1.30 eV, respectively. The arrows represent the *y*-axis that the data corresponds to. The peak energy of the charge-transfer state (*E*~CT~), derived from a Gaussian fit of the EL spectra (dashed lines), corresponds to the photon energy at which a sub-band-gap decrease in EQE is observed for the device, clearly indicating that the decrease in sub-band-gap photocurrent is associated with the CT state.](am9b04828_0004){#fig4}

3. Discussion {#sec3}
=============

The above results suggest that there are two degradation mechanisms operating during the initial burn-in process, one that does not require a UV component of the light and affects mostly the high-energy end of the EQE spectrum, and another that reduces the EQE across the spectrum in the presence of UV.

As we have argued above, the observed photodegradation in the presence of UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light is predominantly caused by changes in the PCBM component that also affect the CT states formed at the PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8/PCBM heterojunction. We attribute the cause of this light-induced change to oligomerization of PCBM, which has been shown to reduce both exciton diffusion lengths and charge-carrier mobilities,^[@ref16],[@ref20],[@ref21],[@ref49],[@ref57]^ lowering charge generation and extraction. Oligomerization of PCBM will also lead to a change in the micromorphology of the BHJ, which may either reduce or enhance the interaction between the frontier molecular orbitals of the donor and acceptor materials, thus affecting the density of CT states.^[@ref31],[@ref58],[@ref59]^ In the case of the heterojunction investigated in this study, we observe such effects via the reduction in the sub-band-gap photocurrent after the device has been aged with UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light ([Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.9b04828/suppl_file/am9b04828_si_001.pdf)). Through parallel measurements of EL spectra ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) under forward bias, we show that the spectral shape of the CT emission peak (*E*~CT~ = 1.31 eV) and changes in the intensity with aging correspond well with those observed in EQE, confirming our assignment of these features to a CT state. To be certain that the CT state is from the BHJ, we have measured the absorption spectra of the polymer and PCBM ([Figure S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.9b04828/suppl_file/am9b04828_si_001.pdf)). The energy of the CT state in the BHJ device is lower than the absorption onset of both PCBM and PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8. The overall reduction in EL intensity as the device is aged is consistent with an increase in nonradiative charge-carrier recombination caused by a degraded heterojunction.^[@ref55]^ Together with the reduction in EQE at higher photon energies attributed to PCBM^[@ref49]^ ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the decline in photocurrent from the CT state demonstrates that such aging causes a change in the micromorphology of the heterojunction, most likely caused by the oligomerization of PCBM. Future investigations, using microscopy and diffraction analysis, could aid a more in-depth understanding of the microscopic morphological changes that occur when fullerene-based devices are exposed to UV-filtered light.^[@ref60]−[@ref62]^

Second, as devices are exposed to the full, unfiltered AM1.5 spectrum, which includes significant UVB + UVA components, additional degradation pathways are observed. As shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the degradation rate of the devices exposed to unfiltered AM1.5 light becomes significantly more rapid than for devices exposed to UVB + UVA-filtered AM1.5 light. Moreover, exposure to unfiltered AM1.5 causes an overall decrease in EQE over the whole spectrum ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). Taken together, these observations suggest that an additional mechanism becomes operational that broadly affects light absorption or extraction relatively independently of the energy of the absorbed photons. Such a mechanism could therefore be linked to changes rendering either the main light absorber (PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8), the hole extractor (PEDOT:PSS), or the electron extractor (PV-E002) layer less effective. Since we do not observe any significant changes in the transmission spectra for a thin film of only the photoactive layer (PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8:PCBM, [Figure S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.9b04828/suppl_file/am9b04828_si_001.pdf)) upon exposure to light, we believe that photobleaching of this layer is unlikely to be the cause of the reduction in photocurrent. Therefore, the broad-band decrease in the EQE spectra we observe when devices are exposed to UV radiation probably arises from the photodegradation of the transport layer closest to the transparent electrode. Encapsulated OPV devices have previously exhibited significant *J*~sc~ losses when exposed to UV light,^[@ref33]^ which was shown to be primarily caused by a drop in electric conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS hole transport layer incorporated into the regular device architecture used. By conventional definition, a regular device architecture employs the hole transport layer at the front of the device (closest to the transparent electrode), whereas an inverted device architecture employs an electron transport layer (ETL) at the front. Since most polymers have a high absorption coefficient in the UV, polymer-based charge transport layers close to the transparent electrode are much more susceptible to UV-induced degradation than those further at the back of the device. The device architecture employed in this study also uses PEDOT:PSS but in an inverted device configuration, meaning that PEDOT:PSS is protected by the photoactive and electron transport layers, which will UV-filter the light. However, the electron transport layer (polymer PV-E002) is the first to face the incident light and will be susceptible to degradation under UV.^[@ref63],[@ref64]^ Such effects are prominent in polymeric semiconductors: Street et al. have shown that in conjugated polymers, UV radiation induces hydrogen-related defects 50 times faster than UV-filtered light.^[@ref65],[@ref66]^ Therefore, to prevent the photodegradation of polymeric transport layers closest to the front of the device, UV filtration, as shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, would be a simple but effective method to decrease the degradation during the burn-in period. The long-pass filter with 400 nm cutoff, which we have employed here, effectively filters all UV radiation and yields a 53% increase in the *T*~90~ lifetime of the device ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

We note that for the case of device exposure to unfiltered AM1.5 light ([Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.9b04828/suppl_file/am9b04828_si_001.pdf)) for 18 h, there is no substantial change observed in the sub-band-gap photocurrent. We believe that the observable absence of change in the sub-band-gap photocurrent is most likely the result of two counteracting effects on the subgap electronic states that roughly cancel over the observation period. Exposure of an OPV device to UV light results in the breaking of C--H bonds and the formation of C dangling bonds,^[@ref63],[@ref67]^ which has been found to create new trap states at the donor/acceptor interface.^[@ref15],[@ref63]−[@ref65]^ Therefore, the reduction in the CT state photocurrent caused by oligomerization of PCBM is most likely masked by the simultaneous formation of sub-band-gap electronically allowed states following exposure to additional UV light.

In summary, UV protection of polymer-based charge transport layers that prominently face the sunlight and the prevention of PCBM oligomerization will both be necessary for the realization of long-life organic solar cells. Full replacement of fullerenes as the electron acceptor may be a viable strategy to address the latter issue, given that significant advances have recently been made in the design of new nonfullerene acceptor materials.^[@ref16],[@ref40],[@ref68],[@ref69]^ We note that our study also demonstrates the need for photostability assessments of solar cells based on new photoactive materials both under unfiltered and UV-filtered AM1.5 light, to thoroughly analyze suitability of any material system for long-term use.

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

We have conducted a systematic investigation to probe the effect of light exposure on OPV devices by employing the sensitive technique of Fourier transform photocurrent spectroscopy, focusing on the first 18 h of the burn-in process. We find that there is no notable difference in performance when a filter is placed to block only the UVB component of AM1.5 light, most likely because such components are small within the solar spectrum. However, blocking both UVB and UVA components significantly slows down the rate of degradation of the short-circuit current, with the device's *T*~90~ lifetime increased by 53%. Our analysis of the changes in EQE spectra reveals two degradation processes that occur during the burn-in period. The first photodegradation mechanism is initiated in the presence of UV light and causes a significant reduction of EQE over the whole solar spectrum, which we attribute to UV-activated chemical changes in the polymer-based transport layer closest to the transparent electrode. The second observed photodegradation route is activated even in the presence of UV-filtered solar light and manifests through a reduction in EQE predominantly at high photon energies. Based on an analysis of the accompanying changes in subgap EQE and EL signatures, we attribute this process to oligomerization of PCBM, which leads to a change in the micromorphology of the BHJ. Overall, our analysis suggests that the placement of a UV filter in front of the OPV device and replacement of fullerenes with more photostable electron acceptor molecules may allow OPV devices to progress toward the long-term stability required for commercialization.

5. Experimental Section {#sec5}
=======================

5.1. Device Fabrication {#sec5.1}
-----------------------

The devices were fabricated using an inverted device stack, and all layers, except the top Ag electrode, were coated using a doctor blade under ambient conditions. Prepatterned indium-tin-oxide (ITO) substrates were cleaned with a sequence of acetone, isopropanol, and deionized water in an ultrasonic bath. The substrates were then dried with compressed air. The organic ETL, PV-E002, was provided by Merck Chemicals and used without further filtration or dilution. PV-E002 (140 μL) was blade-coated at 80 °C at a speed of 5 mm s^--1^ and a blade gap of 575 μm on top of the ITO substrate. After allowing the films to dry on the doctor blade for a minute, the substrates were placed on a hot plate at 100 °C for 10 min in air.

The active formulation was prepared by mixing PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8 (Merck) with PC~60~BM (Lisicon PV-A600) in 1:2 ratio (by weight) and dissolving the powder in a solvent mixture of *o*-xylene/tetralin (87.5:12.5, by volume) with a solid loading of 30 mg mL^--1^. The formulation was stirred overnight at 80 °C to ensure complete dissolution. Formulation (80 μL) was blade-coated on top of the ETL layer at 70 °C, with a blade gap of 100 μm. The coating speed was optimized to achieve active layers with an optical density of 0.55 at 610 nm. The resulting film thicknesses were about 180 ± 10 nm. The films were kept on the doctor blade for 2 min to ensure that they were dry. No further annealing was done.

Clevios P VP AL 4083 was used as the HTL without filtration. The formulation was diluted with isopropanol in 1:4 ratio (by volume) under constant stirring to achieve good wetting of the underlying active layer. The HTL, maintained at room temperature, was blade-coated at 65 °C using a blade gap of 575 μm, a speed of 20 mm s^--1^, and a volume of 180 μL. The HTL film was annealed at 120 °C for 5 min in a N~2~ glovebox to ensure that there was no residual moisture within the PEDOT:PSS (HTL) in the OPV device. Ag electrodes (100 nm thick) were finally evaporated under a pressure of 2 × 10^--6^ mbar to complete the devices. The cell areas were 16 mm^2^.

5.2. Fourier Transform Photocurrent Spectroscopy {#sec5.2}
------------------------------------------------

The external quantum efficiency (EQE) was measured via a custom-built Fourier transform photocurrent spectrometer based on a Bruker Vertex 80v Fourier transform interferometer.^[@ref70]^ Devices were illuminated with a 0.7 sun (70 mW cm^--2^), AM1.5G spectrum generated by an Oriel class AAA solar simulator. The solar cells were masked with a metal aperture, with a defined active area of 0.0625 cm^2^. All of the photocurrent measurements were carried out in vacuum (2.72 mbar). A long-pass (LP) glass filter of thickness 3 mm with an onset at 331 nm (331-GY H-BaK7 Barium crown glass, Comar Optics) and a 3 mm thick LP 400 nm (GG-400 Schott glass, Thorlabs) were placed at a distance of 40 mm in front of the device to filter either UVB (280 ≤ λ \< 315 nm) or UVB + UVA (315 ≤ λ \< 400 nm) ultraviolet radiation from the AM1.5 spectrum generated by the solar simulator. The filter transmission curves and the spectrum of the solar simulator are provided in the Supporting Information ([Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.9b04828/suppl_file/am9b04828_si_001.pdf)). In the absence of long-pass filters, the light was deemed "unfiltered" from UV light, meaning that devices were exposed to the standard AM1.5 spectrum generated by the solar simulator and the UV light this contains. To calculate the external quantum efficiency (EQE), the device photocurrent spectrum was divided by a calibrated silicon reference cell spectrum with a known EQE. The acquisition time for each spectrum was 110 s. The EQE spectra were taken every 10 min for 18 h and then averaged over six spectra before being displayed in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

5.3. Electroluminescence Spectroscopy {#sec5.3}
-------------------------------------

A bias voltage was applied to the photovoltaic device, using a Keithley 2450 sourcemeter. The voltage was increased by 0.1 V between 0--2 and 1 V thereafter. Electroluminescence was collected into an optical fiber coupled to a grating spectrometer (Princeton Instruments, SP-2558) and detected using a silicon charge-coupled device, acquiring spectra with an integration time of 60 s. The data was then corrected for the spectral response of the detector, using a blackbody calibration lamp. The data was fitted with a Gaussian function using MATLAB. The data was averaged over 21 points before being displayed in the manuscript.

5.4. UV--Vis Absorption Spectroscopy {#sec5.4}
------------------------------------

Transmission and reflection measurements were taken using a Bruker Vertex 80v Fourier transform interferometer with a silicon diode detector. An Oriel class AAA solar simulator incorporating an air mass 1.5G filter was used as a light source. When present, the long-pass filters were placed directly in front of the PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8/PCBM bulk heterojunction thin film to filter different grades of ultraviolet light.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acsami.9b04828](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acsami.9b04828).Device parameters found using standard *J*--*V* characterization (Figure S1); AM1.5G and filter transmission spectra (Figure S2); sub-band-gap changes in the EQE (Figure S3); ultraviolet--visible absorption spectra of the bulk heterojunction films (Figure S4); absorption spectra of PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8 and PCBM on quartz (Figure S5); current--voltage curve (Figure S6); bias voltage applied to the OPV device (Figure S7); and absolute integrated short-circuit current density values (Table S1) ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.9b04828/suppl_file/am9b04828_si_001.pdf))
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